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Introducing Infogix Data3Sixty
sa·ga·cious

səˈɡāSHəs/

adjective
having or showing keen mental discernment and good judgment; shrewd.

What is Infogix Data3Sixty?
Welcome! If you’re reading this Administrator’s Guide, your organization has decided to 
adopt a next generation self-service business intelligence platform designed to handle 
every step of your data processing work flow. Infogix Data3Sixty receives definitions and 
data from external sources and allows its users to create, share and analyze interactive data 
visualizations. Organizations that have chosen Infogix Data3Sixty have chosen to leverage 
the power of visual analytics on-demand and to apply that power to untamed sources of 
information already existent within their systems. 

Infogix Data3Sixty System Overview

Infogix Data3Sixty was created to enhance business analysis, by allowing users to explore 
massive amounts of information, on-demand. With Infogix Data3Sixty, data exploration 
can take many different forms, allowing users to produce many different types of Data 
Stages.

As an Administrator, you will need to manage access to these Data Stages through use of 
the tools described in this guide. Before diving into the specifics of administration, 
however, it can be helpful to understand where all of this takes place.

Environments
In Infogix Data3Sixty, an Environment is the all encompassing “space” 
where a set of Data Stages exists. As an Administrator you will typically 
create multiple Environments for multiple use cases, depending on what 
your organization needs. A typical setup might include Environments for 
Development, Testing, and Production. Each Environment can then be 
configured to contain only what its users need. 

If you have created multiple Environments, an Environments icon will appear in top right 
hand corner of your screen. Use this icon to switch from one Environment to another.
9Infogix Guide



Introducing Infogix Data3Sixty  
Data Stages
Pipelines
Within Environments, Data Stages are organized and associated in 
Pipelines. A Pipeline may contain any combination of Data Stages, and the 
contents/structure of any given Pipeline is meant to be determined at the 
Administrator’s discretion. Pipelines will typically contain an 
organization’s “curated content” - in the form of Dashboards that serve as 
official reports and the multiple types of Data Stages underlying these dashboards.

Data Stages
Data stages are the objects which let users work with data, within the Pipelines that exist 
in an organization’s Environments. Infogix Data3Sixty features a different Data Stage for 
each step of your data processing work flow. 

Data Store
Data pushed to Infogix Data3Sixty resides in Data Stores.

Data Stores are containers for tabular information coming from internal or 
external data sources. Data Stores are essentially the starting point for all 
data exploration performed within Infogix Data3Sixty.

Analysis
An Analysis is essentially a drawing board for data manipulation. Analyses 
can be used to prepare, transform, and analyze data in preexisting Data 
Stores by applying functions to selected fields. These manipulations can 
then be output to other Data Stores.

Analytic Model
Analytic Models enable machine learning, by allowing you to Train, Score, 
and Evaluate data sets, via the Analytics nodes present in Analyses.

Data View

Data Views are used to define which fields within a chosen set of Data Stores 
can be used when creating Dashboards and exploring data in the Infogix 
Data3Sixty Visualizer. 

Data
Store

Analysis

Analytic
Model

Data
View
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  Introducing Infogix Data3Sixty
Data Stages
Process Model
A Process Model is essentially a drawing board, used to orchestrate the flow 
of data loads and executions between interdependent Data Stages.

The “output” of a Process Model is an automated work flow that can perform 
a number of tasks and ultimately keep your Data Stages in sync. 

Dashboard
Dashboards are visual representations of Data Views, and they can display 
multiple pieces of information at once in many different ways. Upon 
completion, Dashboards can also be saved and shared for analysis and 
collaboration. 

Process
Model

Dashboard
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Administering Across Environments
Administering Across Environments
As users create and work with different Data Stages, they may want to utilize multiple 
Environments and Pipelines. 

To become competent at Infogix Data3Sixty administration, it can therefore be useful to 
begin with a high level consideration of how the typical user could interact with the 
program.  The following diagram provides a general process flow for a multi-Environment 
implementation of Infogix Data3Sixty, illustrating the relationship between incoming data 
and all the different types of Data Stages that can be produced.

Tip: As you view the following diagram, focus on the relationships between Data 
Stages rather than the specifics of Environment and Pipeline design. This 
diagram represents just one way Data Stages could be combined to process 
data. As you become more familiar with Infogix Data3Sixty, you will soon realize 
there is practically an infinite amount of ways to structure a Pipeline. 

For a more detailed view of permissions, you can also see the Administrator’s 

Development 
Environment

Testing 
Environment

Production  
Environment

Pipelines Pipelines Pipelines
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  Introducing Infogix Data3Sixty
Administering Across Environments
Overview Diagram at the end of this guide.

Data Store

Process
Model

Analysis

Data View

Analytic
Model

Dashboard

Pipeline Path

Environment

Legend
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 Introducing Infogix Data3Sixty
Your Role as Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator
Your Role as Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator
As a Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator, your role will be to facilitate the self-service 
creation of data definitions and visualizations and continually manage their accessibility. 

This guide will address the process of Infogix Data3Sixty administration chronologically, 
assuming you are interacting with the program for the very first time. The presentation of 
chapters reflects the typical order in which administrators will need to use the various 
elements of Infogix Data3Sixty designed just for them; however, chapters don’t necessarily 
need to be completed in a hard set order. In fact, our hope is that most Infogix Data3Sixty 
administration is intuitive enough to occur without reference to this guide at all. It’s for 
this reason that most of this guide’s content is conceptual, as opposed to procedural, and 
that most concepts address direct administrative needs.

For more procedural guidance, Infogix Data3Sixty includes step-by-step Guided Tours 
and Screen Casts. 

Other Sources of Information
Your software includes documentation for each phase of implementation. The following 
table provides a complete list: 

Contacting Customer Support 
If you need assistance, contact Infogix Customer Support:

Call us at +1-630-505-1890 or submit a case online at support.infogix.com.

If you are experiencing issues contacting us by phone or by our website, please email 
support at support@infogix.com. Visit our website at www.infogix.com.

Consult this document: For this type of information:

Administrator’s Guide Conceptual overview of Infogix Data3Sixty 
administration topics.

User’s Guide Conceptual overview of Infogix Data3Sixty 
user topics.

Guided Tours Step-by-step, context-based tours of essential 
Infogix Data3Sixty tasks. Accessible via 
Infogix Data3Sixty Help.

Screen Casts Video tutorials covering key concepts. 
Accessible via Infogix Data3Sixty Help.
15 Infogix, Inc.
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First User Setup
As the first Administrator logging into Infogix Data3Sixty, 
you will need to complete the following steps to get the 
system up and running.

1. Click the Link in the Infogix Data3Sixty Invite
Email

The email will be from your organization. If you have 
trouble finding it, check your Spam folder.

2. Register for an Account

You can do this by clicking on the Register for an account 
link on the Infogix Data3Sixty log in screen.

3. Click the Link in the Account Activation Email

After registering, you’ll need to check your email again. You should receive a message with 
the Subject: Welcome to Infogix Data3Sixty. This email contains a link to activate your 
account.

4. Create an Environment

After activating your account and logging in, select the Environments option in the Admin 
dropdown and create a new Environment. At this point, don’t worry about understanding 
what an Environment is or how you should configure one. Just create one, and move on to 
the next step.

5. Log out of Infogix Data3Sixty, close your Browser, then Log Back In

You won’t be able to access your new Environment until you leave Infogix Data3Sixty and 
come back in. Doing so will also give you the ability to Create Super Groups.

6. Move on to Part One of this Guide

There you can learn about creating Users, Groups, Environments, and Super Groups to 
grant people access to Infogix Data3Sixty. 
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Part One: 
Administering User Access
Following deployment, Infogix Data3Sixty will have one administrator profile established. 
In order for others to use the product, you’ll need to utilize this profile to lay some 
preliminary ground work.

Before your organization can use Infogix Data3Sixty, you’ll need to:

 Create User Accounts - Chapter 3

 Place Users into User Groups - Chapter 4

 Create Environments - Chapter 5

 Administer Environmental Access with Super Groups - Chapter 6

 Connect your Data Source Application - Chapter 7 (optional)

These steps will establish all that is necessary for people in your organization to start using 
Infogix Data3Sixty. After they are complete, you can refer to Part Two of this guide for 
information about ongoing administrative tasks.

Users

Group

Super Group

Environment



3
Creating User Accounts
During installation, an initial Infogix Data3Sixty user account with 
administrator rights is created. To enable others within your organization 
to use Infogix Data3Sixty, you should start by creating one user account per 
individual. Once accounts are created and verified, you can then put users 
into Groups and Super Groups, to define who will have access to which 
Infogix Data3Sixty Environments and the Data Stages held therein.

Prerequisites: None

Dependencies: Groups, Super Groups

Creating and Claiming Users
There are two ways that a new Infogix Data3Sixty User may be created: 

1) By the Administrator, via the Admin dropdown.

2) By a User, via the Register for an account link present on the log in screen.

If the Administrator creates the account, the User will be Claimed by default and able to 
use their account.

If someone creates a User account on their own, the Administrator must manually claim 
the user before the account will be activated. This is a security measure that prevents 
unknown users from accessing your system. 

User Registration and Tenant ID
Regardless of how the account is created, all Users must register via the Register for an 
account link present on the log in screen. 

Upon registration, users will need to enter a Tenant ID. Your organization’s Tenant ID was 
assigned by Infogix during initial set up. In most cases, this ID will be your company’s 
name, but if you are not sure you can contact Infogix Support at +1-630-505-1890 or 
submit a case online at support.infogix.com. 

Activation Links
After registration, each User will receive an email containing an activation link. To activate 
their account, Users will need to click the link, log out of Infogix Data3Sixty, and then log 
back in.
18Infogix Guide



3  Creating User Accounts
Manual Activation
If for some reason users cannot activate their accounts via email, you can always manually 
activate them using the Activate button available within the Users screen.

Granting Users Access to an Environment
To give users full access to everything Infogix Data3Sixty can do, they must be given access 
to an Environment. This process involves placing users into Groups and Super Groups, 
and then granting the Super Group access to an Environment. Until these actions are 
performed, users will only be able to access Infogix Data3Sixty’s Home Screen.

The basics of Groups, Super Groups, and Environments are covered in the remainder of 
Part One of this guide.

User Profile Fields
When creating new users, you have the option to give them “Profile Fields.” A Profile Field 
is simply an additional piece of information that you can associate with a specific user in 
order to delegate access rights in a more granular fashion.

For example, Data Views have a Query Filter feature, which in its most basic form allows 
you to create an expression that will filter how certain Super Groups of users can access 
data. User Profile Fields extend this functionality by allowing you to filter by individual 
user as well.

To do so, you would create a Query Filter and apply it to a specific Super Group of users. 
Within the Query Filter, you’d also then need a Filter Expression that used the 
PROFILE_FIELD function to look for specific Profile Field values.

Profile Fields: Name:Value Pairs
When creating Profile fields, you may create one-to-one or one-to-many pairings. One-to-
many pairings can be created through comma delimitation.

For example:

Setting a User Profile Field to <ALL>
If you would like a user to be able to see all possible field values for a profile field, set the 
profile field’s value to: <ALL>

Name Value

profileFieldA one

profileFieldB two,three
19 Infogix, Inc.



Creating User Accounts  3
User Settings

Auto Claiming Enterprise SSO Users
If your organization uses Enterprise SSO login, you can check this box to have new users 
automatically claimed. The assumption here is that if a user is already logged into your 
Enterprise network, they should be a valid user. Automatic claiming can save you the step 
of having to manually claim each new user that is added to the system.

Mapping Enterprise SSO Groups
With this setting, you can map preexisting groups from your organization’s network to 
groups within the system. To do so, create a Group with the same name as your preexisting 
enterprise group and then make it a Selected Group. All users who are in the enterprise 
group who have user accounts will be added to the group automatically.

Mapped Groups versus Mapped Admin Groups
When Mapping Enterprise SSO Groups, you have the option to map normal groups or 
admin groups. Mapping to an admin group should be used when you have a group of 
admins from your external group that you would like to be treated as system admins within 
Infogix Data3Sixty. In all other cases, mapping to normal groups should be used instead.

Group Mappings Do Not Persist Across Sessions
It is important to note that users are added to Groups that have been mapped to external 
SSO Groups on a per session basis. This is done to ensure that user Group inclusion is 
always up to date. Essentially, this means that each time a user logs in, the system will 
check to see if they are members of the external SSO Groups listed in Mapped Groups; and, 
if they are it will add them to the appropriate Infogix Data3Sixty Groups.

A limitation to this session based group assignment, however, is that these types of Groups 
cannot be utilized in product functionality that relies upon background processing, i.e. 
processing that occurs when a user might not be logged in to a session and therefore would 
not be part of a mapped Group.

This type of functionality exists throughout the system. Examples include Dashboard 
Controls and Email Notification within Process Models. Importantly, the UI will not 
prevent the user from selecting Groups that are subject to this limitation, so it is the 
responsibility of the Administrator to make users aware or this constraint. 

Initial Group Assignments
This setting will add all new users to the Selected Groups. Use this setting if you have a set 
of Pipelines that everyone within your organization should have access to, so that you do 
not have to manually add users to groups whenever a new user comes along.
20Infogix Guide



3  Creating User Accounts
Important notes about Users
Important notes about Users
 Only Infogix Data3Sixty Administrators can create, modify, or delegate rights to users

from within Infogix Data3Sixty.

 There is no limit to the amount of users you can create.

 Once created, you cannot delete a user but you can disable the account.

 You can change a user display name, but you cannot change a user email address,
which acts as the user login.

 People can create Infogix Data3Sixty useraccounts via web access, but the accounts will 
not become active until an Administrator claims them.

User Rights vs. Administrator Rights

Account Passwords
Changing Your Password
 On systems that are not using automated login via Enterprise SSO, users are required

to change their passwords every 90 days. This is enforced at login time, if 90 days have 
passed since the last time a password was changed. 

 When changing your password, it cannot be the same as your four previously used
passwords.

Account Locking
 After 5 consecutive failed log in attempts, your account will be locked. To unlock your

account, click the Forgot your password? link and follow the series of prompts that 
follow.

Rights Administrator User

Can administer: Users, Groups, Super 
Groups, Environments, Stages

X

Can monitor Data Stages with Executions 
log.

X

Can access Environments and Stages 
according to Administrator delegation.

X

21 Infogix, Inc.



Creating User Accounts  3
User Rights vs. Administrator Rights
Why do I need a Secret Question?
The answer to this question is used to help verify your identity when resetting your 
password.
22Infogix Guide
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4
Grouping related Users
Once you have created one or more Infogix Data3Sixty users, you can place 
related users into Groups. Groups exist to help Infogix Data3Sixty users 
share their Data Stages. If you place multiple users into a Group, those 
users can be treated as a single entity and handled in bulk.
For example, if you have 10 users from the Sales Department, all of whom 
should be able to access the same dashboards, you could create a Group called the "Sales 
Team" and place the 10 users into it. When other Infogix Data3Sixty users go on to create 
dashboards for the Sales Department, they will then be able to quickly share those 
dashboards with everyone at once by granting rights to the “Sales Team” Group instead of 
to each sales person individually.
Outside of their utility to end users, Groups can also be used by Administrators when 
creating Super Groups. 

Prerequisites: At least 1 user

Dependencies: None

Important Notes about Groups
 Creating Groups is optional, but highly reccommended. 

You do not need to create Groups, but if you are administering Infogix Data3Sixty to a 
large number of users, you should. With Groups, both users and administrators can 
delegate rights to multiple users at once; without Groups, you must delegate rights to 
users individually. 

 Deleting a Group does not delete the userswithin the Group - it only deletes their 
association. 

 A Group with 0 users may be created and saved. Doing so can facilitate subsequent 
external group mapping for Enterprise SSO users.
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Setting up Environments
In Infogix Data3Sixty, an Environment is the "space" in which data 
definition, data visualization and data analysis take place. Typically, an 
organization will want to create multiple Environments for multiple 
use cases. Each Environment can then be designed to contain only what 
its users need and to enforce security by limiting access to certain sets 
of data.

For example, consider an organization that has two types of Infogix 
Data3Sixty users: Developers and Business Users. In this organization, Developers are 
responsible for creating new dashboards and analytics, while Business Users are simply 
interested in using them. As a Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator for this organization, you 
could create a Development, Testing, and Production Environment. Access to each 
Environment could then be restricted through Super Groups, so that Developers only have 
access to the Development and Testing Environments and Business Users only have access 
to the Production Environment.

Prerequisites: Infogix Data3Sixty Installation.

Dependencies: None.

Environment Default Retention Period
An Environment’s Default Retention Period defines the length of time for which Data 
Stages in the Environment will store data. This setting is always applied uniquely to each 
Data Stage, each time a Data Stage executes. with time being calculated from the time data 
is loaded into the Data Stage.

Environment Retention Period is applied to all Data Stages within an Environment; 
however, Data Stores and Data Views also have optional Retention settings which will 
override Environment settings if used.

Period Precision
Period Precision defines the precision at which a Retention Period is applied.

For example, if an Environment’s Retention Period was set to 1 year and its Period 
Precision was set to Month, the Retention Period would span one year back from the 
current day, plus the remaining days to get to the beginning of the month.
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Retention Example 1

For instance, suppose the current day is 6/5/2016. 

If Environment Retention Period was set to 1 year and Period Precision was set to Month, 
the system would first look back one year to 6/5/2015. Then, since Precision is set to 
Month, the system would go to the beginning of the month, to 6/1/2015. At this point, any 
data that was loaded into the Data Stages before 6/1/2015 would be removed.

Retention Example 2

As another example, suppose the current day is 6/5/2016.

If Environment Retention Period was set to 1 year and Period Precision was set to Quarter, 
the system would first look back one year to 6/5/2015. Then, since Precision is set to 
Quarter, the system would go to the beginning of the quarter, to 4/1/2015. At this point, 
any data that was loaded into the Data Stages before 4/1/2015 would be removed.

Retention Example 3

As yet another example, suppose the day is 6/5/2016.

6/5/20166/5/2015

1 year Retention Period

6/1/2015

...with Month Precision

6/5/20166/5/2015

1 Year Retention Period

4/1/2016

...with Quarter Precision

6/5/20166/5/2015

1 Year Retention Period

1/1/2016

...with Year Precision
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If Environment Retention Period was set to 1 year and Period Precision was set to Year, the 
system would first look back one year to 6/5/2015. Then, since Precision is set to Year, the 
system would go to the beginning of the year, to 1/1/2015. At this point, any data that was 
loaded into the Data Stages before 1/1/2015 would be removed.

Retention Example 4: Retention Period Greater than Period Precision

As a final example, it should also be noted that Retention Period can be specified at an 
interval greater than Period Precision. For example, suppose the day is 6/5/2016 and that 
a set of Data Stages executes.

If Environment Retention Period was set to 1 Month and Period Precision was set to 
Quarter, the system would first look back one month to 5/5/2015. Then, since Precision is 
set to Quarter, the system would go to the beginning of the quarter, to 4/1/2015. At this 
point, any data that was loaded into Data Stages in this Environment before 4/1/2015 
would be removed.

Retention Period Over Time

Data Retention is applied once per day and is calculated from the end of the 
most recent successful load or execution. If a run fails, Data Retention will be 
calculated from the failed run’s start time.

6/5/20165/5/2016

1 Month Retention Period

4/1/2016

...with Quarter Precision

4/4/20164/4/2015

1 year Retention Period

4/1/2015

...with Month Precision

4/5/20164/5/2015

1 year Retention Period

As time passes, retention is always evaluated from the end of most
recent successful load or execution. If a run fails, it will evaluate 
from the failed run’s start time.

Load 1 Load 2
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Retention Period Data Flush

Over time, data will be flushed from Data Stages based on the Data Retention settings 
specified. For instance, in the example above, suppose Data is loaded into a Data Store on 
4/29/2015 (Load 1). If a 1 year Retention Period with 1 Month precision is used, Data from 
Load 1 will be removed from the Data Store on 5/1/2016. This is because on 5/1/2016, the 
4/29/2015 Load falls outside of the calculated Retention period (which now spans from 5/
1/2015 to 5/1/2016).After the store is emptied out, it will then only contain data that was 
loaded into the store between 5/1/2015 and the present date.

4/29/20164/29/2015

1 year Retention Period

4/1/2015

...with Month Precision

4/30/20164/30/2015

1 year Retention Period

Data that was loaded prior to the calculated retention period
will be flushed from the Data Stage.

Load 1

5/1/20165/1/2015

1 year Retention Period

5/1/2015

...with Month Precision At this point, Data is purged 
from the Data Store.

At these points,
Data is retained.
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As time passes, the Retention period will then shift with each new month. For instance, 
continuing the example above, if new data had been loaded during some time in May 2015, 
it would be removed on 6/1/2016. Quarter Cutoff Dates

*Note these ranges also apply to other features within Infogix Data3Sixty, such as the 
Quarter function and date filters that filter by quarter.

Quarter Start Date End Date

1 January 1st March 31st

2 April 1st June 30th

3 July 1st September 30th

4 October 1st December 31st

4/29/20165/19/2015

1 year Retention Period

5/1/2015

...with Month Precision

5/29/20165/29/2015

Data that was loaded prior to the calculated retention period
will be flushed from the Data Stage.

Load 2

6/1/20166/1/2015

1 year Retention Period

6/1/2015

...with Month Precision At this point, Data from Load 2
is purged from the Data Store.
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Static Data Retention
If working with static data, it is recommended that you set the Environment Retention 
Period to something large and arbitrary so that users will be able to work with the data for 
a long period of time.

Retention Processing for Comments, Attachments and Annotations
Dashboards
Data Retention for a Dashboard’s Comments, Attachments, and Annotations is based on 
the Data Retention settings of the Dashboard’s Data View that has the shortest retention 
period. If none of the Dashboard’s Data Views have retention settings, Environmental 
Data Retention settings are used.

Other Data Stages
Data Retention for other Data Stage’s Comments and Attachments is based on 
Environmental Data Retention settings.

When are comments subject to retention?
Retention settings are evaluated against the most recent comment in a thread. If the most 
recent comment in a thread is older than the Retention Period, then the entire thread is 
removed.

When are attachments subject to retention?
If an attachment is made with a comment, retention settings are evaluated against the 
most recent comment in a thread. If an attachment is made separately from a comment, 
retention settings are evaluated against the attachment’s upload date.

Environment Execution History Retention
An Environment’s Execution History Retention Period and Period Precision define the 
length of time that Execution History information will be retained in an Environment’s 
Executions section.

Moving S3 files to Glacier when retention deletes data
If this box is checked, Data Store files that are stored in Amazon S3 will be moved to 
Amazon Glacier for backup when the system’s retention processing deletes data from these 
Data Stores.

Allow Unmask All for Secure Fields
This check box controls whether the Unmask All Secure Values functionality will be 
available for use within Dashboards, the Visualizer, Case Stores, and Data Store Search 
screens, for the given Environment. Individual users will also need the proper permissions 
to a secure field, at the field level, in order to be able to use this feature.
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Allow Unmask of Secure Fields in Analysis
This check box controls whether the Unmask All Secure Values functionality will be 
available for use within Analyses, for the given Environment. Individual users will also 
need the proper permissions to a secure field, at the field level, in order to be able to use 
this feature.

Environment Properties
Environment Properties can be used to parameterize values that may change across your 
system’s Environments.

For example, you may need the URL, Username, and Password of a database based Data 
Store to differ per Environment. Rather than manually changing these values within the 
Data Store definition each time you move the Data Store across Environments, you could 
create Environment Properties.

To do so, you would need to create the properties in each Environment where the Data 
Store will reside. Environment properties are name:value pairs; so, in each Environment 
the properties could have the same names but different values.

For example:

Environment 1

Environment 2

Within the Data Store, you could then use the Environment properties using the following 
syntax: ${propertyName}

Name Value

URL jdbc:teradata://123.45.678.910/
DATABASE=test

USERNAME databaseTestUser

PASSWORD passwordTest

Name Value

URL jdbc:teradata://123.45.678.910/
DATABASE=prod

USERNAME databaseProdUser

PASSWORD passwordProd
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Environment Specific Items
For example, you could use ${URL}, ${USERNAME}, and ${PASSWORD} for the 
database Data Store’s Url, Username, and Password, and the system would substitute the 
parameterized property names with their values, per Environment.How Users Access 
Environments

A user with administrator rights can access any Infogix Data3Sixty Environment. To grant 
a non-admin user rights to an Environment, the user must be added to a Super Group and 
then that Super Group must be assigned to the Environment. 

Environment Specific Items
The majority of Infogix Data3Sixty items are Environment specific, meaning that if you 
create the item in one Environment it will not exist in another Environment unless the 
item is promotable and you promote it.

There are two exceptions to this rule:

 Users and Groups, which automatically exist across Environments

 Super Groups, which can be configured to exist across Environments by giving 
different Super Groups in separate Environments the same name. 

For more on the process of Promotion, see: Chapter 9 - Understanding Pipelines.

Important notes about Environments
Deleting an Environment
An Environment can only be deleted if it does not contain any Data Stages. To delete an 
Environment, you must therefore delete all of its Data Stages first. 

Alternatively, you can render an Environment inaccessible to all non-admin users by 
removing permissions for all of its associated Super Groups. 

From there, you could then create a new Environment and promote to it, selecting only 
what users need.

Infogix Data3Sixty does not place any limit on the amount of Environments you can create.
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Administering Environmental 
Access with Super Groups
Once you have created users and Environments, you will need a way to grant those users 
access to those Environments. In Infogix Data3Sixty, Super Groups are the solution. 

When a Super Group is assigned to an Environment, the users that have been assigned to 
that Super Group gain access to that Environment. The Super Group can then be assigned 
to individual items within the Environment, to delegate rights.

The real advantage of using Super Groups comes into play when delegating rights to con-
tent that exists in multiple Environments. If you have a Pipeline that exists in multiple 
Environments, you can grant different users access to it in each Environment using two 
Super Groups that share the same name.

By creating Super Groups in separate Environments that share the same name, you can 
simulate a single Super Group having different members in different Environments.

Dealing with only one Super Group then simplifies the process of delegating rights. As 
content travels between Environments, the administrator only needs to remember the 

Super Group A

DEV Environment

PROD Environment

Super Group A
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Assigning Super Groups to Environments
name of the single Super Group that is supposed to be associated with that content. The 
administrator can then define Super Group membership per Environment. 

Prerequisites: Environments, Users.

Dependencies: Access to Environments and Pipelines within those Environments is 
regulated via Super Groups.

Assigning Super Groups to Environments
Assigning a Super Group to an Environment takes place within the Environments section, 
and can only be performed after you have created at least one Super Group. If you have not 
created any Super Groups, the option to assign Super Groups to Environments will not be 
listed. 

It is also important to note that assigning a Super Group to an Environment does not 
automatically grant the members of that Super Group access to everything in that 
Environment. Rights to environmental contents must be explicitly assigned. 

For more information on this process, see: Chapter 6 - Understanding Pipelines.

Assigning Roles to Super Groups
After a Super Group is assigned to an Environment, the Super Group must be given a Role 
or set of Roles. A Super Group’s Roles will determine which UI elements within a given 
Environment the Super Group can see.

Any time a user logs in to the system or switches Environments, the system will reconfigure 
the UI based on the role definitions for that Environment. 

Roles are as follows:

 Power User: Will have access to all features 

 Case Worker: Will have access to the Home and Manage Cases areas. If there are 
Queues defined for a Case Store, then a case worker will be shown only the queues they 
have permissions to. They will not have access to the Case Store section that shows all 
Search Screen definitions. 

 Case Manager: Will have access to the Home and Manage Cases areas. Case 
Managers will have access to Queues they have permissions to and the Case Store 
section with all Search Screens. 

 Visualization User: Will have access to the Home and Explore Data areas. 
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Super Groups and Promotion
 Visualization Consumer: Will have access to the Home and Explore Data areas. In 
the Explore Data area, they will not have access to Create Dashboard or the Visualizer 
but they will have access to view predefined dashboards. 

Roles are additive. So, if a user belongs to more than one role, the user will have all of the 
features available in all of those roles. Users who have system wide administrator 
permissions are treated like power users irrespective of their role assignments. 

Also note that if no role is assigned to a Super Group, users in that Super Group will only 
see the Home Screen.

Super Groups and Promotion
When configuring an Environment’s Details, you are given the option to set how security 
information will behave when content is promoted to that Environment. 

More specifically, you can choose to: Never Create or Update, Always Create or Update, 
or Create but never Update security settings.

These settings define what will happen to Super Group assignments from a source 
Environment when content is promoted to the current Environment. 

Which setting you choose depends on how you would like to administrate; however, it is 
again worth noting that these settings exist and revolve around the fact that one Super 
Group can exist in multiple Environments and can have different members in each 
Environment.

More details on this process can be found in Chapter 9.

Important notes about Super Groups
 A user or a group of users can belong to one or multiple Super Groups.

Super Group Naming Conventions
As an Administrator, it is important to give your Super Groups meaningful names that 
describe which users are in them and what they should be used for. Giving your Super 
Groups good names will not only make your job as an admin easier, but it will also assist 
users. There are many places throughout the UI where users can select Super Groups for 
messaging/notification and security assignment; and, since users cannot directly see 
which users belong to which Super Groups, meaningful names can help them figure things 
out. 
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Connecting an External 
Application to Infogix Data3Sixty
In addition to external sources, Infogix Data3Sixty can also receive definitions and data 
from other applications. In practice, these definitions and data can be transmitted to 
Infogix Data3Sixty according to user defined schedules, where they will reside in user 
defined data stores. Before this can occur, however, the Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator 
must create a link between the chosen application and Infogix Data3Sixty.

Prerequisites: None.

Dependencies: Connecting an External App allows data from other applications to enter 
Infogix Data3Sixty.

The “Application” User Type
External applications are connected to Infogix Data3Sixty through the creation of an 
“Application” user. The Application user type can be found as an option when creating a 
new user in the Users section. Just like human users, Application users should be assigned 
an email address, a password, and a display name. 

The Application user’s email address and password act as verification credentials that need 
to be manually set from within the external application to establish a connection to Infogix 
Data3Sixty. The Application user’s display name is purely for informational purposes and 
can be changed at any time.

Pushing Data to Infogix Data3Sixty
Once an Application user has been created, data can be pushed to Infogix Data3Sixty from 
the external application.

Performing the data push will automatically create an “Incoming” data Pipeline in Infogix 
Data3Sixty’s Pipelines section. This Pipeline will contain data stores containing all of the 
data you have chosen to push to Infogix Data3Sixty. 

Important notes about the Application User
 Although it is called a “User,” a Infogix Data3Sixty Application User does not have GUI

rights and cannot log in to the system.
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Important notes about the Application User
 To give Application users access to secure objects within the system, you can add them
to groups and super groups.
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Part Two: 
Administering Data Stages
Once you have laid the framework described in Part One of this guide, users will be able to 
access Infogix Data3Sixty. As people begin to interact with the software, the Administrator 
will need to: 1) Create and organize Data Stages, 2) Delegate rights, and 3) Monitor User 
Events. 

The chapters that follow provide instruction on these administrative tasks, as well as a high 
level overview of the Data Stages that comprise Infogix Data3Sixty. Part two will help you:

 Understand Pipelines - Chapter 9

Enivronment A

Enivronment B

Locations of Data Stages

Pipelines

Locations of Data Stages

Pipelines

Administrative Tasks

- Delegate Rights 
- Monitor Events

 - Create/Organize Stages 
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Understanding Pipelines
At the highest level, Infogix Data3Sixty Pipelines are hubs of associated content; and as an 
Administrator, it is your job to create these hubs and decide what content should go into 
them.

Exactly what type of Pipeline you create will be largely dependent on what your 
organization needs, but in general you can think of a Pipeline as an official place for 
curated content. This content will need to be created by people who are familiar with all 
aspects of data management, transformation, and exploration, because ultimately it will 
enable reporting and self-service BI for end users.

There are many different components that can comprise a Pipeline. These components can 
interact and they may move through multiple Environments.

Before creating any Pipeline, you should therefore consider both its functional 
requirements and its intended users. Once you have mapped these details, you can then 
build the necessary components and delegate access rights as needed.

This chapter begins with a brief introduction to all the pieces that can be placed into a 
Pipeline. It then discusses how to structure Pipelines and how to enforce Pipeline access 
rights.

Data Stages
Pipelines are made up of a number of components, collectively known as Data Stages. 
Each Data Stage is intended to handle a different phase of your organization’s data 
processing work flow. 

Pipelines
Pipelines serve as root folders for associated Data Stages. A Pipeline may be 
comprised of many different combinations of Data Stages, depending on 
what it is being used for. 

In general, Pipelines should be used to associate Data Stages that are 
related and that can all be accessed by the same Super Group of users.

Who can create: 

Administrators only.

Why you would create one:

Administrators need to create Pipelines to organize Data Stages created by themselves and 
other users.

Pipeline
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Data Stages
Prerequisites: None.

Paths

Paths provide an additional layer of organization within Pipelines and can 
contain any combination of Data Stages that exist within a Pipeline, 
including other Paths. 

Who can create: 
Administrators and Users with Write permissions to a Pipeline.

Why you would create one:

7. Once a Pipeline has been created, you must create at least one Path to enable the 
creation of other Data Stages.

8. Paths help to organize a Pipeline’s structure and enable the Administrator to enforce 
more granular access rights.
For example, an Administrator could create one Path for Dashboards accessible only 
by Business Users and another Path for Data Stores accessible only by Developers.

Prerequisite: Pipeline.

Data Stores
Data Stores are containers for tabular information coming from internal 
or external data sources. They contain all the information from a given 
source, as opposed to Data Views, which only contain information from 
selected fields.

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Data Store and Write permissions.

Why you would create one: 

Data Stores retain and structure data, and they can be used as an input or created as an 
output by other Data Stages. 

Prerequisite: Path.

Path

Data
Store
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Data Stages
Data Views
Data views define which fields within a chosen set of Data Stores can be 
used in a data exploration or dashboard. Data Views contain Dimensions, 
Load Filters, Query Filters and other user defined properties. These 
properties determine what will be returned when a data view loads data 
and what can be visualized when the Data View is used to build a 
dashboard or explore data.

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Data View and Write permissions.

Why you would create one:

A Data View is used to select specific fields from Data Stores that users can then visualize 
when performing data exploration or building dashboards.

Prerequisite: At least one Data Store. 

Dashboards
Dashboards are visual representations of the data contained in a Data View 
after it has executed and loaded. 

Dashboards residing in Pipelines will typically be curated reports created by 
experienced users. Once created, Pipeline Dashboards may be shared with 
end users to serve as interactive reports. 

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Dashboard and Write Permissions.

Why you would create one:

Infogix Data3Sixty Dashboards enable self service business intelligence that can be shared 
throughout an organization.

Prerequisite: Data View

Analyses
A Infogix Data3Sixty Analysis is essentially a drawing board for data 
enhancement and analytics. Analyses are used to manipulate data in a pre-
existing data store by applying functions to selected fields. The output of an 
Analysis is typically a new data store.

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Analysis and Write Permissions.

Data
View

Dashboard

Analysis
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Data Stages
Why you would create one:

An Analysis can be used to manipulate data in novel ways. That data can be placed into a 
new data store, which can then be used to create other Data Stages.

Prerequisite: Data Store 

Process Models
Process Models enable the orchestration of tasks performed on other Data 
Stages. They can be used to automate many of the manual, repetitive tasks 
involved in the management of Data Stages and your organization’s data 
processing work flow. 

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Process Model and Write permissions.

Why you would create one:

Process models automate Data Stage management. For example, you could create a 
Process Model that executes a set of Data Views on a predetermined schedule, so that the 
Data Views are always loaded with the most recent and relevant data.

Prerequisite: A set of Data Stages 

Analytic Models 
Analytic models are a form of predictive analytics that allow users to 
perform machine learning by training on historical data sets.

Who can create:

Administrators and Users with Create Analytic Model and Write 
permissions.

Why you would create one:

Analytic models have predictive value. They allow users to generate predictions about the 
future using machine learning techniques.

Prerequisite:

Data store

Case Store
A Case Store allows you to associate records from other Infogix Data3Sixty 
Data Stages in a common repository. These records can then be managed by 
users of the Case Store via screens that you define for the Case Store, to display 
specific information about cases.

Process
Model

Analytic
Model
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Pipeline Permission/Action Matrix
Pipeline Permission/Action Matrix

Permission Can be 
applied to: Type Allows: Implies:

Administer Any Stage Data 
permission

 Access to the Stage
 The right to grant Stage 

access to other Super 
Groups.

 The right schedule Data 
Stage execution.

 The right to view Data 
Store Load Events in the 
Executions History.

Note: A User with Administer 
permissions to a Data Stage 
is different than a Infogix 
Data3Sixty Administrator.

Read 

Create 
[Stage]

Pipeline, 
Path

Functional 
(UI) 
permission

The right to create the 
selected Stage.

Must be combined with Write 
to Save the Data Stage.

Users will need Read Data to 
a Data Store to Create 
Analysis or Create Data View.

Users will need Read Data to 
a Data View to Create 
Dashboard.

Read

Read Any Stage Data 
permission

The right to view the selected 
Stage.

N/A

Write Any Stage Data 
permission

 The right to make and 
save changes to or within 
the selected Stage.

 The right to create Paths

If applied w/out Create, will 
grant the right to modify 
existing Stages.

Read
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Pipeline Permission/Action Matrix
Change Data Any Stage Data 
Permission

 The right to Upload Files 
to Data Stores.

 The right to Delete all 
Data from Data Stores 
and Data Viewsa

 Required for Case Worker 
to work Case Store.

 Required to modify 
records in Data Entry.

Read

Read Data Any Stage; 
most 
applicable to 
Data Stores 
and Data 
Views.

Data 
Permission

 The right to download 
Data Store contents.

 The right to use Data 
Store contents in an 
Analysis or Data View, 
when applied to a Data 
Store.

 The right to see Data View 
contents in a Dashboard, 
when applied to a Data 
View.

 Required for Case Worker 
to work Case Store.

 Required to view records 
in Data Entry.

Read

Manage 
Security

Any Stage Functional 
(UI) 
permission

 The right to delegate 
permissions to a Data 
Stage to other Users.

Read

Execute Any Stage;
most 
applicable to
Analyses, 
Data Views, 
and Process 
Models. 

Functional 
(UI) 
permission.

 The right to Run or 
Rebuild executable Data 
Stages.

 The right to view an 
Executable Data Stage’s 
executions history.

Read

a. When granting the Change Data permission, it is important to recognize how it can affect Execu-
tions. Namely, if one user deletes or changes data in a Data Store while another user is attempting
to execute a Data View or Analysis that uses that Data Store, the execution will fail. To prevent this,
it is advisable to only grant Change Data permissions to users who are familiar with how the Data
Store relates to other Data Stages and the execution schedule of those Data Stages. Another admin-
istration strategy is to simply create copies of Data Stores. 

Permission Can be 
applied to: Type Allows: Implies:
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Building Pipelines for Users
Building Pipelines for Users
The wide variety of Data Stages available and permissions that can be applied to them 
allow for numerous Pipeline structures.

Before you begin building an Pipeline, it can therefore be very helpful to formulate a plan 
- or at the very least consider:

1. What will the Pipeline will be used for?

2. Who will use it?

Below we have provided a few example structures to illustrate what is possible when 
combining Data Stages and permissions to create Pipelines. 

These examples can be good starting points for getting Infogix Data3Sixty up and running, 
but they only represent a small portion of what is possible. The flexible nature of Infogix 
Data3Sixty Pipelines actually allows for more possibilities than could reasonably be 
illustrated in this guide!
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Building Pipelines for Users
Example Pipeline Structures
Depending on how your organization decides to implement Infogix Data3Sixty, a Pipeline 
can take many different forms. Pipelines do not need to contain every single item described 
above to “function,” and Data Stages from one Pipeline can actually interact with Data 
Stages from another. 

Example 1
The most basic type of Pipeline would perhaps be created in a development Environment, 
where all components are placed in a single Path.

Basic Pipeline

Path

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Dashboard
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Example 2
Alternatively, an Administrator could create a Pipeline containing multiple Paths, to stay 
organized and to facilitate delegation of access rights. This could work well in an 
Environment where one set of users is responsible for creating and managing Data Stores 
and Data Views and another set of users is responsible for building Dashboards.

Multi-Path Pipeline

Dashboard

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Path

Path
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Example 3
In a third scenario, an Administrator could simply create multiple Pipelines, reserving one 
Pipeline for Data Stores and Data Views and another for Dashboards.

Dashboard

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Pipeline A

Pipeline B

Path

Path
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Delegating Rights to Data Stages
As Pipelines are being built, the Administrator will need to delegate access rights. 
Delegation involves the use of Super Groups and it is a multi-layered process.

Layer 1 will always involve granting the Super Group access to the Environment in 
which the Pipeline resides (See Chapter 6).

Layer 2 involves granting the Super Group permissions to the Pipeline.

Layer 3 involves delegating rights to the individual Data Stages that comprise the 
Pipeline.

There are two options for delegating permissions to Data Stages at Layer 3, and numerous 
ways these options can be combined.

Inheriting Security from a Parent 
By default, Data Stages with parents will inherit the security settings of the their parent. 
This setting is found within every Data Stage’s Security tab, and it can be accessed when 
creating the Data Stage or editing it. 

Customizing Security 
Pipeline security can also be customized, by item. For example, you could create a Pipeline 
containing two Paths and grant different rights to different Super Groups for each Path. 

Custom Security can be applied to any Data Stage. This option is found within a Data 
Stage’s Security tab, and it can be accessed when creating the Data Stage or editing it.

Super Group A

Super Group B

Environment

Pipeline

Administer

Read

Write

Path

Path
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How Inheritance and Customization Interact
By default, Data Stages will always inherit the rights of their nearest parent. This means 
that, sometimes, the custom permissions of one parent can overwrite the custom 
permissions of another.

Consider the following example:

In Window 1, Super Group A has rights to the Path and Dashboard residing within. In 
Window 2, however, it doesn’t, because the Permissions to Super Group B overwrite the 
Permissions to Super Group A. 

For Super Group A to regain rights to the Path, they would need to be explicitly assigned 
at the Path level.
Note: In this example, no Users in Super Group A are also in Group B; however, Users can belong 
to multiple Super Groups. If any Users were in both Super Group A and Super Group B, those Users 
would not lose rights to the Path.

                              Path 
(Inherits Permissions A from Pipeline)

                         Dashboard 
(Inherits Permissions A from Path)

Permissions A

1

2

Super Group A will no longer have rights 
to the Path!

                    Dashboard
   (Inherits Permissions B from Path)  

Permissions A

Permissions B

Super Group A

Super Group A

Super Group B

Pipeline

Pipeline

Path
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Examples of Delegating Rights
With the basics of Pipeline structure and permissions in mind, we can now illustrate how 
they can be combined, using the 3 example Pipelines from the preceding section. 

Note: In each example, we show just one way to enforce access rights. Due to the 
flexible nature of Infogix Data3Sixty Pipelines, permissions, and Super Groups, there 
is usually more than one way to delegate rights to Data Stages.

Delegation for Example 1
In Example 1, the Administrator built a basic Pipeline, where everything is in one Path and 
there is no need to delegate rights by item. Accordingly, granting users access would only 
involve 2 layers.

Super Group A is first given access to the Environment. (1)Then, it is granted a set of 
permissions that applies to the entire Pipeline (until rights are delegated at a lower level.) 
(2) 

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Dashboard

Super Group A

Env 1

1.
Give Super Group 
Access to Environment

2. Grant permissions to Pipeline:
 
Write 
Create Data Store 
Create Data View 
Create Dashboard

Basic Pipeline

Path
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Delegation for Example 2
In Example 2, the Administrator created separate Paths, intending to reserve one for Users 
responsible for Data Stores and Data Views and the other for Users who will only be 
building Dashboards.

Again, both Super Groups first need to be granted access to the Environment in which the 
Pipeline resides. (1) Each Super Group is then given Read permission to the entire 
Pipeline, so that each can access it. (2)

After that, each Super Group is delegated a set of rights to the applicable Path. (3) Once 
this delegation occurs, Super Group B must also be granted Read and Read Data 
permissions to the Data View so that it can actually build Dashboards. For simplicity, they 
are given Read and Read Data permissions to the Path containing the Data View. 
Additionally, we give Super Group A the option to view dashboards, by granting Read and 
Read Data access to the Path where dashboards will reside. (3.1)

Multi-Path Pipeline

Dashboard

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Super Group A

Super Group B

Env 1

 
1. Access to Environment

2. Permission to: Read

3. Permissions to:
     Write 
     Create Data Store 
     Create Data View 

 
1. Access to Environment

2. Permission to: Read

3. Permissions to:
     Write
     Create Dashboard 

*Super Group B must have both
Read and Read Data permissions 
to a Data View to  be able to build Dashboards.

3.1 Permission to: 
       Read
       Read Data

3.1 Permission to: 
       Read
       Read Data*

Path A

Path B
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Delegation for Example 3
In Example 3, the situation is quite similar to Example 2, however here the Administrator 
has chosen to separate Data Stages by Pipeline. 

Once again, step one is to make sure each Super Group has access to the Environment. (1) 
We then grant Super Group A an appropriate set of permissions to Pipeline A and Super 
Group B a different set of permissions to Pipeline B. (2) 

To enable Super Group B to actually create Dashboards, we then finish by granting it Read 
and Read Data access to Pipeline A because it contains the required Data View. (2.1) Since 
we haven’t granted Super Group A Read and Read Data access to Pipeline B, though, its 
members will not be able view any Dashboards residing there. 

Dashboard

Pipeline A

Path

Data Store

Data  View

Data Store

Super Group A

Super Group B

Env 1

 
1. Access to Environment

2. Permissions to:
     Write
     Create Data Store
     Create Data View 

 
1. Access to Environment

2. Permissions to:
     Write
     Create Dashboard

2.1 Permission to: 
       Read
       Read Data*

*Super Group B must have at least  
Read and Read Data permissions to 
a Data View to  be able to build Dashboards.

Pipeline B

Path
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Moving, Copying, and Duplicating Data Stages 
within a single Environment
Once Data Stages have been created, they can be Copied, Moved, or Duplicated to locations 
throughout an Environment. 

Permissions required to Move
Administrator user or regular User with Write permission to source location and Write + 
Create [Stage] permissions to the destination. 

Permissions required to Copy or Duplicate
Administrator user or regular User with Read permission to source location and Write + 
Create [Stage] permissions to the destination. 

Moving a Data Stage
Moving a Data Stage is the simplest of the three options mentioned above, as it simply 
entails relocating a Data Stage from one place to another. Moving can be performed by 
dragging and dropping, or right-clicking.

Copying a Data Stage
Copying a Data Stage creates an independent copy of the selected item. 

Things to know: 

1. Copying an executable Data Stage (Analysis, Data View, Process Model) does not copy 
the original stage’s Executions History. Newly copied executables will have Ran zero 
times. 

2. Copying an external Data Store created from file will only copy the Data Store’s 
definitions - not its data. A newly copied external Data Store created from file will be 
empty.

3. Copying an Analytic Model does not copy Child Models. Newly copied Analytic 
Models will have zero Child Models.

4. If Copying to the same Path or Folder, _Copy# will be automatically appended to a 
Data Stage’s name. If Copying to a new Path or Folder, _Copy# will not be appended. 
To avoid confusion, it is recommended that you give copies unique names. 
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5. References and Usages: Newly copied Data Stages will reference and use the same 
Data Stages as originals. This means that caution is required when copying executable 
Data Stages. For example, if you copied an Analysis and modified the copy’s design 
but didn’t change the Data Store Output, you would end up with two Analyses pushing 
to the same Data Store Output. To avoid this situation, use Duplicate.

Duplicating a Data Stage
Duplicating a Data Stage creates an independent copy of the selected item, and also gives 
you the option to copy Data Stages the selected item references or uses.

This can be particularly helpful when you want to make a copy of a Data Stage and modify 
it without affecting the Data Stages it is connected to.

For example, you could Duplicate an Analysis and its Data Store Output so that you could 
modify your duplicate Analysis and run it without affecting the original Data Store Output.

Things to know:

 Bullet points 1-3 from the Copying a Data Stage section above also apply to 
Duplication.

 Duplication requires you to give the duplicate a unique name.

Security When Moving, Copying, or Deleting
When Moving, Copying, or Duplicating a Data Stage, Security settings go along with it. As 
a result, a Data Stage that has been set to Inherit Security from Parent can inherit different 
Security settings when Moved, Copied, or Duplicated. Keep this in mind when rearranging 
your Data Stages.

Administering Pipelines in Multiple Environments
Once a Pipeline has been built in one Environment, it can be moved to other Environments 
to facilitate the process of development. 

Within different Environments, a Pipeline may have different use cases, different users 
who are able to access it, and even different contents or structure. 

In Infogix Data3Sixty, Pipelines are moved from one Environment to another via the 
Promotion feature.

Promoting Data Stages
Promoting a Data Stage to another Environment places a copy of the item in the target 
Environment.
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Access to promoted Data Stages is then managed through the use of Super Groups. 
Depending on how an Environment is configured, Super Groups and Super Group 
permissions set in one Environment may or may not transfer during promotion.

Dirty State when Promoting
When working with Pipelines, you may notice that some items have an asterisk to the right 
of their name. This marking signifies the item’s ‘dirty state’, which is a flag that exists to 
help you track whether the item’s definition has changed since the last time it was 
promoted or exported.

After creation, all new Data Stages will have a dirty state of true, and will be marked with 
an asterisk next to their name. If the Data Stage is promoted to another environment, its 
dirty state will be set to false and the asterisk will disappear. If after promotion the Data 
Stage changes, dirty state will again be set to true and the asterisk will reappear.

Changing Super Group Membership per Environment
As discussed in Chapter 6, Super Group membership can also be changed per 
Environment, so that one Super Group has different members in different Environments. 

Environment Security 
Setting

When items are promoted to that 
Environment...

Never Create or Update Associated Super Groups will not be created in 
that Environment. Since they won’t be created, 
they won’t be updated either. 

Always Create or Update Associated Super Groups will be created in that 
Environment and updated if they are ever 
changed in the source Environment.This setting 
makes Super Group membership uniform 
between Environments.

Create but never Update Associated Super Groups will be created in that 
Environment, but they won’t be updated if they 
are ever changed in the source Environment. 
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When promoting Data Stages, this “Super Group malleability” can be extremely useful 
because it allows the Administrator to associate a single Super Group with multiple 
instances of a Pipeline - each of which may need different permissions in different 
Environments. 

Example: Pipeline Promotion
We can now illustrate how Super Groups, Data Stages, and Promotion can be used to 
create a multi-Environment Pipeline structure. 

Here, we’ll focus on a single example with a specific set of functional requirements. We’ll 
then illustrate the steps that need to occur to meet these requirements and flesh out any 
implications connected to these steps. 

For this example, it is assumed that the Super Group, Environments, and Data Stages 
(with the exception of Step 5) have already been created. 

The focus of this example is mainly to show what happens to Pipelines when you promote 
them - and that the mechanics of promotion need to be considered whenever building 
Pipelines that will exist in multiple Environments.

Functional Requirements
 A Pipeline in a Development Environment where one set of users can create, save, and 

modify Data Stores and Data Views.

 A Pipeline in a Testing Environment where another set of users can  create, save, and 
modify Dashboards using Data Views created by the first set of users.

 A restriction that the users creating Dashboards in the Testing Environment can’t 
create Data Stores or Data Views or modify any existing ones.

Development 
Environment

Super Group A

Testing 
Environment

Production  
Environment

Super Group A Super Group A

Pipeline A

Developer Tester End User

Pipeline A Pipeline A
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Steps to Meet Requirements

Explanation of Steps
Note: Although steps are numbered, they are not strictly sequential.

1. Super Group A is granted access to the Development Environment.

If you want to grant a Super Group access to a Data Stage, you must always grant it access 
to the Environment in which the Data Stage resides first. 

2. Super Group A is granted Write, Create Data Store, and Create Data View 
permissions to Pipeline A.

These permissions satisfy the first functional requirement. They are applied to the entire 
Pipeline, and will apply to the entire Pipeline until rights are delegated at a lower level. 

Development Environment

1. Grant access to Environment

    

Data Store

Data View

Pipeline A

Path A

Testing Environment4. Promote Pipeline:
     Super Group A will be created in Env 2 and  
     rights to Pipeline A from Dev Env transfer. 

 

Super Group A

Super Group A

2. Grant permission to: 
    Write  
    Create Data Store
    Create Data View

Super Group A

3. Set Environment Security Information to:  
   “Create but never update”

Super Group A

Data Store

Dashboard

5. Build Path 

Data Store

Data View

Data Store

6. Change Super Group members

7. Remove: 
     Create Data Store 
     Create Data View 
     Write 
     permissions. 
     Add: Read 
               Read Data
               permissions. 8. Grant permission to: 

     Create Dashboard 
      Write

Pipeline A

Path A

Path B
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3. The Administrator sets the Testing Environment security detail to “Create 
but never Update.”

This setting will make it so that Super Group A is automatically created in the Testing 
Environment when Pipeline A is promoted.

4. Pipeline A is promoted to the Testing Environment.
a. When promoting Data Stages, it is important to identify any dependencies. 

Although the users creating Dashboards in the Testing Environment only 
need the Data View to do so, the Data View is dependent on the Data Stores in 
Pipeline A. For this reason, we must promote the entire Pipeline.

b. Due to the setting made in Step 3, Super Group A is created in the Testing 
Environment once Pipeline A is promoted. By default, this new Super Group A will 
have the same permissions to Pipeline A that it did in the Development 
Environment. 

5. The Administrator builds a Path for Dashboards. 

This step is not required, however it will help organize Pipeline A in the new Environment. 
Alternatively, the Administrator could just re-delegate Super Group A’s rights to Path A in 
the Testing Environment.

6. The Administrator changes Super Group membership with respect to the 
Testing Environment.

Infogix Data3Sixty Super Groups can have different members in different Environments. 
This helps satisfy the second functional requirement, since the Dashboard testers are 
different users than those responsible for the Data Stores and Data Views.

As an added benefit, the Administrator will now only need to remember that “Super Group 
A” should be associated with this set of Data Stages, regardless of Environment.

7. The Administrator removes Super Group A’s Create Data Store, Create 
Data View, and Write permissions to Pipeline A in the Testing 
Environment and adds Read and Read Data permissions.

These actions satisfy the third functional requirement and prevent the Dashboard builders 
from breaking any Data Stores or Data Views.

Importantly, Read and Read Data permissions to Pipeline A are also added. This allows the 
Dashboard builders to build dashboards with the Data View.
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8. Super Group A is granted Create Dashboard and Write permissions to 
Path B in the Testing Environment.

This action satisfies the second functional requirement. It will also allow Dashboard 
builders to create more Paths within Path B.

Other Administrative Tasks
Below you will find a summary of other tasks you may need to perform during the course 
of Pipeline administration.

Scheduling Loads and Executions
Administrators and users with the appropriate permissions can schedule a Data Stage to 
load or execute. 

If a Data Stage is set to load or execute on a scheduled basis, users will not need to worry 
about running an execution each time they want to use it.

Scheduling is therefore recommended when creating new Data Views, Analyses, or Process 
Models, and when administering executable Data Stages created by other users. 

Scheduling when Promoting Data Stages
Just like Security configurations, Data View scheduling configurations can also transfer 
when promoting Data Stages. This feature removes the need for administrators to 
reschedule Executions each time Data Stages are moved. Scheduling can, however, be 
reconfigured at any time.

Environment Scheduling 
Setting

When items are promoted to that 
Environment...

Never Create or Update Scheduling information will not be created in 
that Environment. Since it won’t be created, it 
won’t be updated either.

Always Create or Update Scheduling information will be created in that 
Environment and updated if it is ever changed 
in the source Environment.This setting makes 
scheduling uniform between Environments.

Create but never Update Scheduling information will be created in that 
Environment, but it won’t be updated if it is ever 
changed in the source Environment. 
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Securing Data Store Fields
Administrators and users with Administrator permissions to a data store can restrict 
access to data store fields using the Secure check box and Super Groups. If a field is 
secured, only users within the selected Super Group will be able to access it. If a field is left 
non-secure, anyone will be able to access it.

Fields that are secured can also be masked, if they contain sensitive information like credit 
card numbers.

Administering Pipelines Across Multiple Instances
For organizations using Infogix Data3Sixty across multiple instances, Infogix Data3Sixty 
also includes Import/Export Definitions functionality, to move Data Stages into and out of 
the platform. Like Promote, this feature is available by way of the More button.

Exporting Definitions

What am I Exporting?
When Exporting, you are exporting your Data Stage Definitions - i.e., the rules that make 
them what they are, behind the scenes of Infogix Data3Sixty. You are not exporting any 
data associated with them. 

For example, if you export a Data Store and then Import it to another instance, the Data 
Store will not contain any data; it will, however, contain all of the fields and settings you 
applied to it in its original instance.

This means that after importing to a new instance, you will need to reload your Data Stages 
with the relevant data.

What Should I Export?
You can export any individual Data Stage Definition you’d like. 

For simplicity, however, it is highly recommended that you export entire Pipelines. This is 
because to properly Import a Data Stage Definition, the destination instance needs to 
contain the parents of the Data Stage (its Pipeline and Path) and any dependencies the 
Data Stage may have.

For example, if you simply exported an Analysis Definition and then attempted to import 
it to another instance, the Import would fail for two reasons. The first reason would be that 
the Analysis’ parent Pipeline and Path don’t exist in the new instance. The second reason 
would be that the Data Stores the Analysis uses don’t exist in the new instance either.

To remedy this, you could simply bundle the Analysis and its Data Stores into a common 
Pipeline, and then export the entire Pipeline Definition.
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How do I Export Definitions?
To Export a Data Stage Definition, simply select it within the Pipeline context and use the 
Export Definitions option available in the More dropdown. Doing so will initiate the 
download of a zip file. This zip file is what you import to your new instance.

Dirty State when Exporting Definitions
When working with Pipelines, you may notice that some items have an asterisk to the right 
of their name. This marking signifies the item’s ‘dirty state’, which is a flag that exists to 
help you track whether the item’s definition has changed since the last time it was 
promoted or exported.

After creation, all new Data Stages will have a dirty state of true, and will be marked with 
an asterisk next to their name. If the Data Stage Definition is exported to another 
environment, you will have the option to reset its dirty state. If you reset, dirty state will be 
set to false and the asterisk will disappear. If after this reset the Data Stage changes, dirty 
state will again be set to true and the asterisk will reappear.

Importing Data Stage Definitions
After you have exported a zip file containing the Data Stage Definitions you want to 
transfer, go to your target instance, enter the Pipelines context, and use the More 
dropdown to Import Definitions. 

Once you have imported the zip file obtained from exporting, your Data Stages will be 
created in your target instance.

Imported Data Stages are Empty
Remember: since you have only imported your Data Stage Definitions, all newly imported 
Data Stages will contain no data and will have zero executions.

Super Groups When Importing and Exporting Definitions
If you have assigned a Super Group permission to a Data Stage, that permission and Super 
Group will stick to the Data Stage Definition when it is Exported. When you then go on to 
Import the Data Stage Definition to a new instance, its permissions will already be 
configured.

Super Group with same name Exists on Target Instance
If the target instance you are importing into already contains a Super Group with the same 
name as the Super Group associated to an imported Data Stage Definition, your work as 
an administrator is done. Users within that Super Group will have the same permissions 
to the imported Data Stage as they did in its source instance. Keep in mind, however, that 
the Super Group in the target instance may contain different users than it did in the source 
instance.
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Super Group Doesn’t Exist on Target Instance
If, on the other hand, you import a Data Stage Definition with a Super Group association 
and that Super Group does not yet exist in the target instance, the target instance will 
automatically create that Super Group for you.

The imported Data Stage Definition will therefore retain the permissions that it had in its 
source instance; however, upon creation, the new Super Group in the target instance will 
not contain any Users. 

At this point, it is the responsibility of the Administrator to add users to the newly created 
Super Group. These users can be the same ones that had access to the Data Stage on the 
source instance, or different users. Which users are selected is entirely dependent on who 
is working on the instance, and who needs access to the Data Stage.

Dashboard Controls when Importing and Exporting Definitions
If a Dashboard contains Controls, they will be Exported along with the Dashboard and 
should be present when the Dashboard is Imported to a new instance. Such Controls will 
be fully functional on the new instance, provided the Dashboard’s Data View has been 
Exported and Imported as well.
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Ongoing Administration
Now that you are familiar with the basics of Administration, you should 
be able to establish a working system of Environments for Users. 
Exactly what type of system you design and create is completely 
dependent on what your organization needs. As you proceed to 
combine the various items and permissions described in this guide, 
remember that your User’s needs will inevitably change over time. For 
this reason, your role as a Infogix Data3Sixty Administrator will be ongoing.

The final section of this guide includes the following materials:

 Understanding the Visualizer
This section addresses administrative concerns related to the Infogix Data3Sixty 
Visualizer. 

 The Executions Log 
This section explains Infogix Data3Sixty’s Executions Log, which helps Administrators 
track Data Stage activity.

 The Audit Trail
This section explains Infogix Data3Sixty’s Audit Trail, which helps Administrators 
track what Users are doing with Infogix Data3Sixty.

 Reports
This section explains how Administrators can generate Reports to gain insight about 
user activitity and permissions.

 Administrator Preferences
This section explains how Time Zone settings can interact with Date and Date Time 
data.

 Administrator’s Overview Diagram 
This diagram is meant to provide an example of setting up multiple Infogix Data3Sixty 
Environments.

 Infogix Data3Sixty Govern Integration
This section discusses how to connect to the Infogix Data3Sixty Govern application.

For an introduction on using Infogix Data3Sixty to explore data, see the Infogix Data3Sixty 
User Guide.



  
Understanding the Visualizer
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Understanding the Visualizer
In Infogix Data3Sixty, users can create ad-hoc data visualizations using the Visualizer 
accessible through the Explore Data button.

From an administrative perspective, the Visualizer does not require much attention; 
however, it is important to note that visualization is Environment dependent and that 
users will only be able to create visualizations based off of data views they have access to.

For information on permitting a User access to a Data View, see Chapter 9 of this guide. 

More information about Infogix Data3Sixty’s Visualizer can be found in the Infogix 
Data3Sixty User Guide.

Data  View

Visualizer

Ad-hoc  
exploration 

Enivronment A

Super Group

Grant Super Group access to Environment. 
Then delegate rights to Data View.

Users who are part of Super Group 
can visualize in Environment.

Data View is used by visualization.

Pipeline



Monitoring Executions 

Once you have built multiple executable Stages, you’ll likely find that you 
need to know whether one Stage has executed so that another Stage can be 
executed or used.

In addition to creating Process Models (see User Guide), managing such 
dependencies can be made much easier through the use of Infogix Data3Sixty’s Executions 
Log.

The Executions Log is designed to give Administrators access to a history of all executions 
that have occurred in the current Environment. 

What it Means for different Data Stages to “Execute”
The Executions Log will record activity for every type of executable Data Stage; however, 
what it means for each Data Stage to “execute” varies by item. 

In general:

Run 
 Loads the Data Stage with new data based on its Data Load configurations.

Rebuild 
 Loads the Data Stage with All data, overriding its Data Load configurations.

Rerun 
 Allows you to perform a Run from within the Executions History.

Rollback 
 Reverts Data Stage to the state it was in just after its last Run or Rebuild. 

Terminate
  Stops a Run or Rebuild mid-process.

More details about specific Data Stage executions are found below.

Data Stores 
When a Data Store “executes,” it loads new data from its source and places this data into 
its defined fields.
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Knowing when a Data Store loads new data can help you determine: 1) what data users are 
working with, 2) when to schedule Data View executions, 3) or it can indicate the execution 
of an Analysis.

9. Rollback
Rolling back a Data Store will restore it to the state it was in prior to its most recent 
Run. This will delete any data that was added to the Data Store during the most recent 
Run.

Data StoreIncoming Data

Data Store Load
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Data View 
There are two ways a Data View can execute.

1. Run
When a Data View runs, it grabs data from the Data Stores it has been pointed to and 
loads the data into its fields, based on the Data View’s Data Load configurations.

2. Rebuild
A Data View Rebuild deletes all data presently residing in a Data View and then loads 
All data from its Data Stores, overriding the Data View’s Data Load configurations.

Knowing when a Data View executes can help you determine precisely what data Users will 
be exploring at any given time.

Knowing when to perform or schedule Data View executions depends on the frequency at 
which its Data Stores receive new data and at which the Data View is modified.

3. Rollback
Rolling back a Data View will restore it to the state it was in prior to its most recent 
Run. This will delete any data that was added to the Data View during the most recent 
Run.

Data View

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Run

Load

Load

Load

Data View

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Rebuild

Data View

Load

Load

Load
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Analysis
There are two ways an Analysis can execute.

1. Run
When an Analysis runs, it performs the enhancements and/or analytics defined in its 
design and then loads its Data Store outputs with new data. The data pulled into the 
Analysis will be as specified by the Analyis’ inputs’ Data Load configurations.

2. Rebuild
An Analysis Rebuild performs the same activity as a Run - enhancing and/or 
analyzing data and then loading Data Store outputs; however, All data from all inputs 
will be pulled into the Analysis regardless of Data Load configurations.

Knowing when an Analysis executes can help you determine exactly what data is contained 
in a Data Store the Analysis is pushing to - and, subsequently, what data is contained in a 
Data View that Data Store loads.

Determining when to perform or schedule Analysis execution is primarily dependent upon 
the frequency at which its Data Store Input receives new data.

3. Rollback
Rolling back an Analysis will restore it to the state it was in prior to its most recent 
Run. This will also delete any data that was added to the Analysis’ Data Store Outputs 
during the most recent Run.
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Process Model

1. Run
When a Process Model runs, it performs the tasks defined in its design. If Execute 
Tasks are performed, they will Run the specified Data Stages.
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2. Rebuild
A Process Model rebuild performs the same activity as a Run; however, if Execute 
Tasks are performed, they will Rebuild the specified Data Stages.

3. Rollback
Rolling back a Process Model will restore it to the state it was in prior to its most 
recent Run. This will also rollback any executables that were triggered by Execute 
Stages Tasks and as a result remove any data that was loaded to Data Stages during 
the rolled back run.
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Rollback Child Processes
When rolling back a Process Model, you have the option to Rollback Child Processes. 
Filling in this check box will make the rollback additionally rollback any Process Models 
that were executed by the current Process Model using an Execute Process Task. This 
rollback of child processes is applied recursively, meaning that if the child processes have 
child processes, those processes will be rolled back as well - and so on and so forth until all 
child processes have been rolled back. 

Performing or Scheduling Executions
Knowing when to execute a Data Stage is entirely dependent on the role the Data Stage 
plays in your data processing pipeline.

As an example, consider the following diagram, which illustrates a chain of execution 
dependencies.
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In this diagram, numbered items illustrate points of activity that must occur in sequential 
order. That is, Data Store A must load incoming data; then, the Analysis can run and 
output to Data Store B; and, then the Data View can run and load data from Data Store B.

In this example - and in any Pipeline - there are numerous ways to implement execution.

Manual Execution
For simple Pipelines, with few execution dependencies, manual execution is a viable 
option. Sometimes, you may also just want to Rebuild a Data Stage that executes on a 
scheduled basis, after you’ve modified it. 

Administrators can run or rebuild an executable Stage any time.

Scheduled Execution
If you are working with Stages that must execute on a continual basis, you can create an 
execution schedule. This option is useful when working with Data Stores that load 
routinely and that are connected to Data Views or Analyses.

Administrators can schedule Stage execution at any time.

Process Models
When execution dependencies become complex, you can automate executions for multiple 
Stages and Pipelines using Process Models.

Process Modeling is outlined in the Infogix Data3Sixty User guide.

Viewing an individual Data Stage’s Executions History
As an alternative to the Executions Log, you can view an individual Data Stage’s 
Executions History via the Executions option in the Execute drop down. 
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This feature will only show an Execution History for the currently selected Data Stage, and 
it is available to any User with Read permission to the Data Stage.

In contrast, the Executions Log gives full view of every Execution in the current 
Environment - and this feature is only accessible to Administrators.

Searching for Executions
Filter
If you are searching for a specific execution, you can use the Filter button that appears 
within the Executions tool bar, to expand another tool bar containing fields to search by. 
Fields include: Date Range, Object Type, Status, Process Id, and Work Id.

Filter By Process Id
If you are within the Executions screen and you have selected a Process Model, the Filter 
By Process Id button will become enabled. Clicking this button will filter all Executions in 
the current Environment by the Process Id of the selected Process Model, showing you all 
Data Stages that were executed during a specific run of that Process Model.

Execution and Promotion
When executable Data Stages are promoted, they will need to be executed in their new 
Environment, in order to be repopulated with data.

Data Stages that require Execution after Promotion
 Analyses (containing Data Store Outputs)

Analyses containing Data Store Outputs need to be executed upon promotion, in 
order to load their outputs with data. Until a newly promoted Analysis is executed, 
any other promoted Data Stages that depend upon its output won’t function.

 Data Views
Newly promoted Data Views won’t contain any data and can’t be used to visualize 
until they are executed in the new Environment. Additionally, any newly promoted 
Dashboard that uses a newly promoted Data View won’t display any information until 
the Data View is Run.

 Data Stores created by Uploading a File
If a Data Store was created by Uploading a File to Infogix Data3Sixty in one 
Environment and this Data Store is promoted to another Environment, the Data Store 
will be empty in the new Environment. 
In order to repopulate the Data Store, the original file that was used to create it needs 
to be uploaded in the new Environment.
Data Stores this applies to are of the External type and they will feature an Upload File 
button when being edited.
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All other Data Store types retain their data during promotion. 

How to implement Execution after promotion
Execution of a newly promoted Data Stage can be performed manually, scheduled, or built 
into a Pipeline using Process Models that you promote along with your executable Data 
Stages. 

 For Manual execution: 
Simply select the Data Stage in the new Environment and use the Execution 
dropdown. 

 For Scheduled execution: 
If a Data Stage has been scheduled to execute in one Environment, these settings can 
carry over to the new Environment. For more on this feature, see: Scheduling when 
Promoting Data Stages.

 For execution via Process Model
See the Infogix Data3Sixty User Guide.

Execution Result Codes
These numeric codes represent the Status of a Data Stage’s execution. They can also be 
used in Process Model expressions, to create the Model’s logic.

Result Code Status

0 Succeeded
Indicates that the Data Stage has executed 
without error. 
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1 Failed
Something has caused the execution to fail. 
More details should be available in the Result 
Detail field.

9 Lease Expired
Infogix Data3Sixty’s execution engine features 
an Expired Lease Job, which checks for 
inactivity due to random error from machine or 
process crashes.
If an execution has crashed, it will be marked 
with a Status of Lease Expired and a Result 
Code of 9.

8 Terminated
Applied to a Process Model that was running 
when one of its constituents crashed.
If the Expired Lease Job finds a crashed Data 
Stage execution and that Data Stage is part of a 
Process Model, the Process Model will be 
Terminated.

Result Code Status
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The Audit Trail 

The Audit Trail is a tool that Administrators can use to monitor what users 
are doing with Infogix Data3Sixty; essentially, it tracks events that occur 
within the system, logging which user performed the event and at what time 
they did so.

The Audit Trail is system wide and spans all Environments; therefore, when you are using 
it, you will see information about all Environments you administer.

Audit Trail Events
These are the main events that can occur in the system. They are general in nature and may 
be described with more granularity in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel by a specific 
Action Type.

Event Types
Create
This event is logged whenever an object is defined for the first time - note that this extends 
beyond Data Stages. For example, both the creation of a Data Store and the creation of a 
User would cause a Create event to be logged. 

Update
This event is logged whenever the definition of a preexisting object is changed. For 
example, changing a field name in a Data Store, scheduling a Data View to execute, or 
making a User an Administrator would all cause an Update event to be logged. 

Delete
This event is logged whenever an object is deleted. For example, deleting an Analysis or 
deleting an Environment would both cause a Delete event to be logged.

Duplicate
This event is logged whenever a Data Stage is duplicated. Note that a Duplicate will also 
cause Create Action Types to be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel.

Copy

This event is logged whenever a Data Stage is Copied. Note that a Copy will also cause 
Create Action Types to be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel.

Move

This event is logged whenever a Data Stage is Moved. Note that a Move will also cause an 
Update Action Type to be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel.

Import
This event is logged whenever a Data Stage or set of Data Stages is Imported into an 
Environment. Additionally, an Action Type will be logged for each item that is Imported. 
For example, if you Imported a Pipeline containing multiple Data Stages into a new 
Environment, the Import event type would be logged in the Audit Trail Event panel and a 
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Create Action Type would be logged for each imported Data Stage in the Audit Trail Event 
Entries panel, since importing Data Stages means that they will be “created” in the target 
Environment. 

Export
This event is logged whenever a Data Stage or set of Data Stages is Exported from an 
Environment. Additionally, the Update Action Type may be logged for each exported item 
if Reset Dirty State was performed during the export.

Promote
This event is logged whenever a Data Stage or set of Data Stages is Promoted from one 
Environment to another. Additionally, the Update Action Type will be logged for each item 
that has its dirty state reset and Create Action Types will be logged for each item that is 
created in the target environment.

Execute
This event is logged whenever a Data Stage executes. More details about what type of 
execution occurred will also be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel.

Session
This event is logged whenever a user log ins or logs out. Which specific action occurred will 
be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel as Begin Session or End Session.

Member Name
This section of the Audit Trail Event panel simply logs the full name and email of the user 
that performed the listed Event.

Time Occurred
This section of the Audit Trail Event panel logs the time at which the event occurred. Note 
that the listed time will be in the system time zone set in Administrator Preferences.

Audit Trail Event Entries
When an Event is logged in the Audit Trail Event panel, it may have one or multiple sub-
events associated with it. The Audit Trail Event Entries panel logs these sub-events, 
providing more specific information about the general event that occurred.

Environment Name
This section lists the Environment that the Event occurred in. Note that any Environment 
you Administer in which an Event took place can be listed; Environment listings are not 
limited to the Environment you are in while viewing the Audit Trail.
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Object Type
This section lists the type of object the Event occurred on. Listed Object Types can be Data 
Stages or other system objects. For example, if a Data Store were created, the listed Object 
Type would be Data Store; however, if a user logged into the system, the listed Object Type 
would be User Session.

Object Name
This section simply lists the name of the object the event occurred on.

Action Type
This is the section of the Audit Trail Event Entries panel that lists the specific type of sub-
event that occurred within a general event. Some sub-events have the same type as their 
parent event, while others have more descriptive types. Specific examples are provided 
below; however, in most cases the Administrator should be able to identify what has 
occurred based on naming convention alone.

Create
Logged whenever an object is created. For example, when a Data Store is created by a user 
the Audit Trail will log Create as the Event Type and Create as the Action Type. As a more 
complicated example, Create could be logged multiple times as an Action Type when a 
Pipeline containing multiple Data Stages is Imported. 

Update
Logged whenever an object is updated. Many different events can produce this entry. For 
example, editing a pre-existing Data View would cause Update to be logged in the Audit 
Trail Event panel and in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel. 

As a more complicated example, Promoting a Pipeline would cause Promote to be logged 
in the Audit Trail Event panel and Update to be logged for each item that was promoted in 
the Audit Trail Event entries panel.

Delete
This Action Type is logged whenever a Delete Event occurs. For example, deleting an 
Analysis or deleting an Environment would both cause a Delete Event and a Delete Action 
Type to be logged.

Move
This Action Type is logged whenever a Move Event occurs. Note that a Move will also cause 
an Update Action Type to be logged in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel.
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Claim User
This Action Type is logged whenever a User account is claimed. Newly created user 
accounts must be claimed to be functional. Since all newly created users are automatically 
claimed, creating a new user would log Claim User in the Audit Trail Event Entries panel, 
as would explicitly claiming a user at any time.

Unclaim User
This Action Type is logged whenever a User account is unclaimed.

Enable User
This Action Type is logged whenever a User account is Enabled. New user accounts are 
automatically enabled by default.

Disable User
This Action Type is logged whenever a User account is Disabled.

Make Admin User
This Action Type is logged whenever the Administrator privilege is given to a User account.

Remove Admin User
This Action Type is logged whenever the Administrator privilege is removed from a User 
account.

Run
This Action Type is logged whenever an executable Data Stage runs. The logging of Run is 
meant to provide more specific information for the Execute Audit Trail Event.

Rerun
This Action Type is logged whenever an executable Data Stage Reruns. Note that a Rerun 
will automatically Rollback the most recent execution of the Data Stage if it has not already 
been Rolled back, so a Rerun Action Type will sometimes be logged with a Rollback Action 
Type.

Rebuild
This Action Type is logged whenever an executable Data Stage rebuilds. The logging of 
Rebuild is meant to provide more specific information for the Execute Audit Trail Event.

Terminate
This Action Type is logged whenever a user terminates a Data Stage that is running. The 
logging of Terminate is meant to provide more specific information for the Execute Audit 
Trail Event.
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Rollback
This Action Type is logged whenever an executable Data Stage is rolled back. The logging 
of Rollback is meant to provide more specific information for the Execute Audit Trail 
Event.

Begin Session
This Action Type is associated with the Session Audit Trail Event. It is logged whenever a 
user logs on.

End Session
This Action Type is associated with the Session Audit Trail Event. It is logged whenever a 
user logs off.

Schedule
This Action Type is logged whenever a user schedules an executable Data Stage to execute. 
As scheduling is an act of updating a Data Stage, Schedule is associated with the Update 
Audit Trail Event and will be logged alongside an Update Action Type.

Cancel Schedule
This Action Type is logged whenever a user cancels the scheduling of an executable Data 
Stage’s execution. As scheduling is an act of updating a Data Stage, Cancel Schedule is 
associated with the Update Audit Trail Event and will be logged alongside an Update 
Action Type.
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Reports

Reports are an admin-only feature that allow Administrators to access 
additional information about Infogix Data3Sixty. Reports can be viewed via 
the Infogix Data3Sixty UI or exported as PDFs. The different types of reports 
available to Administrators are described below.

Permission Reports
Permission Reports allow Administrators to see who has access to what, in the contexts of 
Pipelines and Environments.

Pipelines tab
The Pipelines tab shows all the permissions that exist for all Data Stages within a selected 
Environment. Within the Pipelines tab, you can view any Data Stage’s permissions for any 
Environment in the system, regardless of which Environment you are currently logged 
into.

Environment, Object Type, and Name
These properties list the basic identifying information about a Data Stage.

Permissions
This property lists all of the permissions that are assigned to a Data Stage. The general 
format is as follows:

Permission-> Super Group

If a Data Stage has multiple permissions assigned to it, each assignment will be delimited 
by a semicolon. For example:

Permission1-> Super Group 1; Permission2-> Super Group 2

Data Stages without any permission assignments will simply have a blank Permission 
property.

Inherited
Inherited refers to whether an Object has inherited permissions from its parent. 

 A Data Stage can inherit permissions from its parent Path or Pipeline

 A Path can inherit permissions from its parent Path or Pipeline.

 Pipelines can never inherit permissions, since they do not have a parent.

Export to PDF
Export to PDF will generate a PDF of permissions for the entire Environment selected in 
the drop down.
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Environments tab
The Environments tab simply lists which Super Groups have access to which 
Environments.

Name
This property simply lists the name of an Environment.

Permissions
This property lists all of the Super Groups that have access to an Environment.

If a Super Group has access to an Environment, the following listing will appear:
Read-> Super Group

If multiple Super Groups have access to an Environment, each Super Group will be 
delimited by a comma. For example:

Read-> Super Group 1, Super Group 2

Export to PDF
Export to PDF will generate a PDF of Super Group access rights for every Environment in 
the system.
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Administrator Preferences

System Time Zone

The Time Zone setting in Administrator Preferences affects how data is 
displayed throughout the system. It also has an impact on the Executions 
Log.

Affect on Date, DateTime, and Time Fields

1. If fields do have Time Zone information associated with them, this will interact with 
system time zone settings and affect what is displayed in Data Stages.

2. If fields don’t have Time Zone information associated with them, they will simply 
adopt the time zone settings of the system. As an Administrator, you should keep both 
of these possibilities in mind. If users are working with data and they believe they 
have found discrepancies in time, it may actually be that the system’s time zone is 
different than their data set’s.

For more detailed examples of how this can work, see the Infogix Data3Sixty User Guide: 
Settings for Date DateTime, and Time Fields. 

Affect on the Executions Log 
Executions Log timestamps are based on the system time zone set in Administrator 
Preferences. If this Time Zone is changed, all timestamps in the Executions Log will shift 
accordingly. 

Initial Time Zone setting
When setting up Infogix Data3Sixty for the very first time, there will be no Time Zone 
selected in Administrator Preferences. This empty selection is actually GMT+0 time, and 
this is the Time Zone that will be used in the Executions Log and applied to data (having 
no affect if time zones are set in Data Store fields) until another Time Zone is chosen.

Troubleshooting: Time Zone Selection Not Changing
If you are attempting to change the System Time Zone and aren’t seeing any changes in the 
Executions Log or Data Stages, simply log out of Infogix Data3Sixty and log back in. The 
changes should then be applied.

Portal Integration
This feature allows Infogix Data3Sixty to be accessed by users through your organization’s 
portal website. Portal functionality is available: via the User profile dropdown in the top 
right hand corner of the screen within the Preferences option, via the Environments 
context, and via Dashboard settings.

When properly configured, Portal Mode allows Infogix Data3Sixty to be viewed via a 
specified website, with reduced functionality that is ideal for users that only need read-only 
access to the product.
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Setting Portal Host Name in Administrator Preferences
A base Portal Host Name needs to be set in Administrator Preferences for security 
purposes. Doing so will let Infogix Data3Sixty know that it can be displayed through pages 
that are part of the Host Name’s domain.

Setting Portal Host Name in Environments
Once a base Portal Host Name is set within Preferences, you can define specific Portal Host 
Names per Environment, within the Environments context. For convenience, different 
Environments can have different Portal Host Names as required; and, this will not cause 
issues when promoting Dashboards if the ${PortalURL} syntax is used.

Dashboards in Portal Mode
Once a Portal Hostname has been defined in Environments, you will also need to make 
some additional settings to Dashboards intended to be viewed in Portal Mode.

When Editing a Dashboard, there is a Dashboard Settings button available in the top right 
hand corner of the screen. This button allows you to enable Portal Integration for the 
current Dashboard.

Dashboard URL
This setting allows you to define how links to the Dashboard will be created by the system 
when it sends out emails. The preset ${PortalURL} refers to the Host Name you have 
defined in Environments.

Dashboard Comment URL
This setting allows you to define how the links to Dashboard Comments will be created by 
the system when it sends out emails.

Why you need to use ${PortalURL}
With both parameters, ${PortalURL} should be used to refer to the specific Portal Host 
Name defined per Environment. In cases where multiple Infogix Data3Sixty 
Environments and multiple Portal instances are being used, ${PortalURL} will act as a 
variable in the Dashboard URL and Dashboard Comment URL parameters that always 
uses the correct URL per Environment, without having to be changed.
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Infogix Data3Sixty Govern Integration
Infogix Data3Sixty can be configured per Environment to push metadata about its Data 
Stages to Infogix Data3Sixty Govern. The settings that make this possible are available 
within the Admin->Environments option in the product’s Main Menu. Within 
Environments, the configuration takes place under the Govern tab.

Once a connection is established, the product will then push metadata to Govern whenever 
a Data Stage is created, updated, or deleted. As detailed below, Metadata Synchronization 
may also be performed on demand or scheduled within the Environments’ Govern tab.

Govern Connection Configuration

Connection Parameters
To connect to Infogix Data3Sixty Govern, the following information is needed. Each 
required parameter can be obtained as described below.

Server URL
This is the base URL that will be used for all of the Govern connection’s API calls. It can be 
obtained from the browser’s address bar when visiting your Infogix Data3Sixty Govern 
instance.

Fusion Configuration Id
This is a unique id generated by Infogix Data3Sixty Govern for each data source pushing 
to it via API calls. You can access your Infogix Data3Sixty Fusion Configuration Id through 
Govern, as follows.
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Click the Administration icon, then click Integration>API.

Within the API screen, invoke the following REST API:
services/fusion/configurations

This will generate a response such as the following.

The Fusion Configuration Id will be listed as an ID, within your Infogix Data3Sixty 
instance’s listing.
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API Key and API Secret
These are obtained within Infogix Data3Sixty Govern, within the API Credentials screen. 
This screen can be accessed as follows:

Click the User Profile icon, then click API Key icon.

The API Key and API Secret are what you are looking for.

Testing your Connection
Once you have filled in the Govern connection parameters, use the Test Connection button 
to test the connection to Govern.

Metadata Synchronization
After you have established a connection to Govern, you can set up Metadata 
Synchronization. As mentioned above, once the connection is established, metadata will 
be pushed to Govern whenever a Data Stage is created, updated, or deleted. You may, 
however, already have created Data Stages for which you would like to push metadata. To 
perform a full push, use the Synchronize Now button.
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Govern Metadata Synchronization Schedule
Enable Scheduling
While Infogix Data3Sixty will push to Infogix Data3Sixty Govern whenever a Data Stage is 
created, updated, or deleted, you can also define a schedule to push all of the metadata for 
all of the Data Stages in your Environment on a recurring basis. 

Defining such a schedule will guarantee that all Data Stage metadata is pushed to Govern, 
regardless of random failures. For example, your Govern application could potentially be 
down for a few seconds; at the same time, a user may be updating a Data Stage in Infogix 
Data3Sixty. Were this to occur, the metadata produced by the update might not be pushed 
to Govern. Creating a schedule that pushes all new metadata to Govern at the end of the 
day, however, would ensure that the change got pushed (assuming Govern was up and 
running again).

Synchronize Now
As mentioned above, Synchronize Now will push all metadata for all Data Stages to 
Govern. This feature can be used after a connection to Govern is first established. The 
feature can also be used at really any point after that; however, in practice it will be easier 
to simply schedule synchronizations.

Metadata Pushed to Govern
Below is an outline of the metadata for each type of Data Stage that is pushed to Govern.

Data Stores
 Name.

 Display name.

 Each field in the Data Store with the field’s name, display name, data type, semantic 
type, secure/not secure, mask if secure, access restrictions if secure (Super Group 
names), and code sets.

 The Data Store type. 

 The Data Store repository type.

 Retention settings. If not set, then the Environmental value. 

 The location: the path within a filesystem, the JDBC URL for a database, etc. 

 Information about Links (foreign keys) to other Data Stores.

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 

Case Store
 Name.

 Display name. 
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 Each field in the Case Store with the field’s name, display name, data type, semantic 
type, secure/not secure, mask if secure, access restrictions if secure (Super Group 
names), and code sets. 

 Case store type.

 Retention settings. If not set, then the Environmental value. 

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 

 A Case Store will also have a "uses" relationship with Analyses and Data Stores it is 
associated with. 

 Lineage information about dependencies from Case Stores to Analyses and Data 
Stores.

Data View
 Name.

 Display name.

 Each field in the Data View with the field’s name, display name, data type, semantic 
type, secure/not secure, mask if secure, access restrictions if secure (Super Group 
names), location category, and expression. 

 Data view type.

 Retention settings. If not set, then the Environmental value. 

 Flags to indicate if there are a load filters or query filters. 

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 

 Lineage information about dependencies from Data View fields to Data Store fields. 

Analysis
 Name.

 Display name 

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage.  

 An Analysis will also have a "uses" relationship with Data Stores, Case Stores, Data 
Views, and Analytic Models it is associated with.

 Lineage information about input and output field dependencies.

Process Model
 Name.

 Display name.
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 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 

 A Process Model will have a "uses" relationship with Analyses, Data Views, and Data 
Stores it is associated with.

 Lineage information about dependencies from the Process Model to Analyses, Data 
Views, and Data Stores.

Dashboard
 Name.

 Display name.

 The sheets within the Dashboard, with each sheet’s display name. 

 The dashlets within each sheet with the title and the chart type of each dashlet. 

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 

 A Dashboard will have a "uses" relationship with Data Views, Data Stores or Case 
Stores it is associated with. 

 Lineage information about dependencies from dashlets to fields in Data Stores, Data 
Views, or Case Stores.

Analytic Model
 Name.

 Display name. 

 Analytic Model type.

 The Analytic Model’s Child Models, along with names and display names. Only Child 
Models with a display name are included in the list. 

 URL to Pipeline view, View Stage, and Edit Stage. 
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Listing of Screencasts
Additional Help Material

Listing of Screencasts

Here you can find a full listing of direct links to all Screencasts currently 
available to Infogix Data3Sixty Users and Administrators. Simply click a 
Screencast title to view it in your web browser. Screencasts are also 
accessible through use of Infogix Data3Sixty’s context sensitive Help 
button.

Administrator Screencasts
Administrator Setup
Shows Infogix Data3Sixty Admins how to get started by building Pipelines. (5:51)

Delegating Rights to Data Stages
Shows how to combine Environments, Users, Groups, and Super Groups to delegate access 
to Data Stages in Pipelines.

Custom Security
Shows how to assign Custom Security to Data Stages in Pipelines. (8:30) 

Using the Executions History
Introduces the Executions History, which allows Infogix Data3Sixty Admins to track the 
executions of every Data Stage in a given Environment. (4:14)

User Screencasts

Introductory Content

Introduction to Infogix Data3Sixty
Provides a system overview of using Infogix Data3Sixty for Big Data processing. (5:38)

Acquiring your Data
Provides an overview of using Data Stores to acquire data. (3:23)
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Preparing your Data
Provides and overview of using Data Views and Analyses to prepare data. (4:02)

Analyzing your Data
Provides an overview of using Analyses, Dashboards, and the Infogix Data3Sixty Visualizer 
to analyze data. (10:51)

Acting on your Data
Provides an overview of using Infogix Data3Sixty’s collaboration features to act on data. 
(3:38)

Operationalizing your Data Stages
Provides an overview of using Process Models to operationalize data. (4:07)

About Pipelines
Provides an overview of using Data Stages within Pipelines. (6:07)

Data Stores

External Data Stores
Explains how to create an external Data Store to access data already stored 
on Amazon S3. (5:33)

Upload Files to Data Store
Explains how to upload a file directly from your computer to create a Data Store. (5:05)

Linking Data Stores
Explains how to link multiple Data Stores so that they can be used together in a Data View. 
(7:47)

Enterprise Edition Data Stores
Discusses the different Data Store types that are available when using the Enterprise 
Edition of Infogix Data3Sixty. (3:57)

Data
Store
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Analyses

Join and Group By Analysis
Covers the basics of using the Join and Group By Enhance nodes in an 
Analysis. (9:34)

Data Enhancement Analysis
Covers the basics of Data Store Inputs/Outputs and multiple Enhance nodes, including: 
Select, Rename, Sort, Filter, Union, and Distinct. (11:52)

Intro to Co-Group and Flatten
Introduces the some of the Analysis Designer’s more advanced Enhance nodes, Co-Group 
and Flatten. (4:16) 

Using the Bin Node
Shows how to use the Bin Enhance node, to categorize numeric values within a given 
range. (4:07)

Intro to the JavaScript Node
Introduces the JS Enhance node, which enables custom scripting. (6:23)

The In and Not In Nodes
Compares the In and Not In Nodes, which combine aspects of the Join and Filter nodes. 
(7:59)

Sampling in an Analysis
Discusses the Sampling Node, and discusses how it is different from the Sampling Data for 
Testing settings found in Analyses. (5:15)

The Auto Number Node
Shows how to give a unique row number to each record in a dataset and persist these 
numbers in a field. (4:35) 

Reshaping a Dataset
Demonstrates the Reshape Node, which can pivot columns to rows or rows to columns. 
(5:02)

The Split Node and Line Parsing
Introduces the Split Node, and how it uses Regular Expressions to parse fields. Also shows 
how to set up a Data Store as a single field that contains a line to parse. (6:17)

Analysis
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The SQL Node
Shows how to implement SQL within an Analysis, using the SQL node. (5:42)

The Execute Query in DB Node
Introduces the Execute Query in DB Node, which allows you to query an external database 
using parameterized values from other nodes. (5:01)

The Profile Data Node
Introduces the Profile Data Node, which allows you to generate information about a field 
in your data set. (5:47)

The Completeness Check Node
Introduces the Completeness Check Node, which allows you to check field values for 
predefined and custom conditions. (2:52)

The Consistency Check Node
Introduces the Consistency Check Node, which allows you to check values from multiple 
fields at once for custom conditions. (1:57)

The Timeliness Check Node
Introduces the Timeliness Check Node, which allows you to determine whether the time 
interval between two Date fields is acceptable. (1:41)

The Value Conformity Node
Introduces the Value Conformity Node, which allows you to determine whether values 
from a data set match specific values or fall within a range of values. (2:25)

Analytics

Overview of Analytic Models
Provides a broad overview of Analytic Models and the Analytics nodes, 
which enable machine learning. (4:35)

Overview of Segmentation
Introduces the basics of creating a Segmentation model to cluster a dataset. (8:04)

Overview of Classification
Walks through the basic work flow of Training, Evaluation, and Scoring a Classification 
model. (10:27)

Analytic
Model
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Overview of Forecasting
Shows how to Forecast future values on time series data. Also introduces a method for 
splitting data into Training and Validation sets. (9:50)

Overview of Recommendation
Walks through the basics of creating a model that can recommend new products to users. 
(6:31)

Data Views

Creating a Data View
Explains how to create a basic data view, to enable visualization of data 
in Dashboards. (11:09)

Secure Fields
Discusses using Secure Fields in Data Stores, Data Views, and Dashboards. (15:18)

Dashboards

Create First Dashboard
Provides an introduction to creating your first Dashboard to visualize 
data. (12:49)

All About Filters
Discusses the different ways filters can be used when building and 
using Dashboards. (3:43)

Building Stacked Charts
Shows how to create a stacked bar chart, to visualize multiple series at once. (1:06)

Including Charts in Tables
Shows how to include charts as elements in your tables/data grids. (3:46)

Using Placeholders
Shows how to include Placeholders in Text dashlets, which can hold dynamic data values. 
(2:14)

Including Web Portals
Shows how to use the Web Content dashlet, to add a web portal to a Dashboard. (0:52)

Data
View

Dashboard
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Drilling to Another Dashboard
Shows how to make drillable charts link to other Dashboards when clicked. (3:55)

Using Geo Fields
Shows how to include Geo Fields in a Data View for use in Dashboards with maps. (7:10) 

How to Make a Heat Map
Discusses the Heat Map charting type, which can be used to visualize multiple attributes 
at once. (2:11)

How to Make a Tree Map
Discusses the Tree Map charting type, which can be used to visualize multiple attributes at 
once. (3:15)

Time Series Charts
Discusses the Time Series charting type, which is useful when trying to represent 
chronological data. (3:39)

Window Functions
Introduces Window Function computations, by going over an example of Rolling Sum 
(5:03)

Waterfall Charts
Shows how to create a Waterfall Chart, to visualize cumulative values.

Charts for Stock Data
Shows how to build Candlestick and Open High Low Close charts, which are available 
within the Time Series charting option.

Dashboard Controls

Overview of Controls
Provides a basic overview of building controls to monitor your 
Dashboards. (4:49)

Western Electric and Nelson Rules
Discusses Control Charts’ predefined rule sets, Western Electric and Nelson. (5:55)
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Expression Thresholds
Explains Expression Thresholds. which allow you to create simple expressions to monitor 
Dashboard measures. (4:01)

Multipoint Thresholds
Shows how to create Multipoint Thresholds, which allow you to apply a threshold to a 
series of points. (4:00)

Visualizer

Customizing Chart Properties
Shows everything that can be done with the Properties button, to 
customize the look and feel of your charts. (9:41)

Query Criteria and Thresholds
Discusses how to limit the amount of data queried from a Data View and set color coded 
Thresholds on charts when visualizing. (5:38)

Showing Details
Discusses how to Show Data Details when using any type of clickable chart. (2:41)

Brush Select and Zooming
Provides useful tips for chart navigation, and explains the difference between Brush Select 
and Zooming. (1:53)

How to Create a Shared Axis
Shows how to enable the Shared Axis option, when visualizing multiple computations at 
once. (1:08)

Bubbles and other charting options
Shows how to change charting display types, by clicking on a chart’s computations. (2:57)

Using Gauges
Discuses use of the Gauge charting type. (2:31)
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Process Models

Basic Process Model
Introduces Process Model building, by automating the execution of a 
single Data Stage. (6:38)

Understanding Gateways
Discusses the Exclusive, Inclusive, and Parallel Gateways - all of which can be used to 
program the flow of Process Models. (9:31)

Connecting Process Models
Discusses use of the Execute Process Task to connect multiple Process Models. (3:20)

Property Reference Variables
Shows how to pass node variables across a Process Model, using Property Reference 
Variables.(2:33)

Notifying from a Data Store
Discusses using the Notify from Data Store Task, which can use a Data Store field to craft 
a message to be sent to users. (4:49)

Case Stores

Intro to Case Stores
Provides a brief introduction to the concept of a Case Store, which, once 
defined, can enable Case Management. (1:28)

Building a Case Store
Shows power users how to build out a case management UI for Case 
Work. (22:49)

Using a Case Store
Shows case workers how to use the case management UI. (4:44)

Process
Model
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